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Rainbow is a professional
exhibition company dedicated
to the design, production and
construction of global
exhibitions.

We make you booth
more elegant & stylish
Exhibit Management
We manage the details of
your tradeshow exhibit.
Your sales and marketing
team arrive right before the
show opens

Fabrication
Our in-house shop
cabinetmakers create
quality custom products
to make display unique,
functional and modern

Concept Designs

Portable Exhibits

View your new exhibit or
space as a digital rendering.
This will allow you to
strategize and visualize to
maximize the attention.

With proper attention to brand,
messaging and reconfiguration
needs, portable and modular
booths become a flexible and
budget-friendly part of your
exhibit program.

About Rainbow

About our Company
Rainbow specializes in the design and fabrication of trade show
exhibits and corporate conferences around the globe. We
support our client’s programs domestically or internationally.
We have a state of art design studio, full fabrication facilities
and full show services capabilities. We recognize that designing
and fabrication genuinely exceptional exhibit environments
and events take great people. Whether it is a design
management or engineering accounting or manufacturing, we
believe that every position in every area is highly relevant to
our company’s success and the success of our clients. We
coordinate producing exhibits and events in every major
International shows. Delivering a global program can be
challenging but our team believes in ‘Service without any
limitations’.

WE ARE
RAINBOW
We specialise in coming up
with solutions that fit our
client's
budget
and
timescale. When you choose
us, you get access to our
superb design and project
management teams, as well
as our global experience.

Our Services

We Design &
Build Exhibits
Worldwide

OUR
SERVICES
Investment generally results in acquiring an
asset, also called an investment. If the asset is
available at a price worth investing, it is normally
expected either to generate income, or to
appreciate in value, so that it can be sold at a
higher price invest Investment generally results.

Exhibits Design
Our Difference is on the Design. We creatively
focus in your brand. Engaging your visitors with a
meaningful brand experience is our passion and
promise.

Exhibit Fabrication
Our goal is to build every exhibit to match the
exhibit design, so every detail of the exhibit is
prepared for production by the team of designers
and builders at Rainbow.

Portable Exhibits
With proper attention to brand, messaging and
reconfiguration needs, portable and modular
booths become a flexible and budget-friendly part
of your exhibit program.

Exhibit Design
Rainbow designers apply their many years of experience
using state of the art tools to give you the perspectives
needed to understand how the final structure will look.
Because form follows function, we first consider the
visitor journey and space planning realities of your trade
show, event or retail environment. Then, with your
budget in mind, we integrate the right forms and
materials. Finally, our designers weave it all together to
deliver 3D renderings that accurately represent the
finished structural concept.
Are you ready to impress your audience with an
innovative custom exhibition stand built specifically for
your brand?
Rainbow Group specializes in the fabrication of custom
design exhibits and trade show booths for clients
around the globe. Standing out isn’t hard to do when
your exhibit is professionally built by Rainbow Group!

Exhibit Fabrication
Our goal is to build every exhibit to match the exhibit
design, so every detail of the exhibit is prepared for
production by the team of designers and builders at
Rainbow.
Fabrication materials and methods are determined
based on specific needs, with careful attention to
budget and installation location. When fabrication
begins, it will be at Rainbow Builder Associate
facilities worldwide. Whether a display is fabricated
from more traditional materials such as wood and
laminates, or engineered using aluminum systems,
tension fabric, and digital media solutions, the
Rainbow team is dedicated to delivering the design
from the studio to installation with artful precision.

Portable Exhibits
These exhibits are relatively light and compact, reducing
costs for transportation and material handling (dray-age).
And most portable displays can be set up by your own staff,
eliminating expense for hired labour. To ensure our clients
can count on the long-term value they expect from
Rainbow, we carry and repair products only from system
manufacturers that meet our high standards for quality and
durability.
With over experience, Rainbow Group knows how to take
an ordinary exhibit and turn it into a masterpiece. As a
business ourselves, we recognize that businesses pour
endless resources into attending trade show events. From
the staffing to the travel accommodations to the custom
booth design, trade shows require time and money.
This is your time to shine and show your audience why
you’re worth their attention. Luckily, you have options
beyond investing in a custom exhibit of your own. With our
wide selection of portable exhibits, we’ll put your brand
back in the spotlight for increased visibility and media
coverage.

Portfolio

EUROPE
PROJECTS

OUR RECENT
PROJECTS
We love to showcase the work we have
completed as we're always extremely
proud of what we can and do achieve.

ASIA
PROJECTS

Please browse through our recent
project gallery and let us know what
you think!

Europe Projects
Take a look our recent Projects

Gallery

Asia Projects
Take a look our recent Projects

Gallery

We love what we do

Exhibit Edge designs, produces, and
manages trade show exhibits and visual
marketing systems that increase sales leads
and company visibility. We combine
marketing experience and artistry to
accurately deliver your brand. Our aim is to
create an attendee experience that leads to
your desired results.
Experienced
Designers

Own setup for
manufacturing

Team of supervisor
Or carpenter
+50 Team of
Fabricators in
association

What our client say !

When I look at some of the award
winning work we have produced over the
years, there is frequently a common
denominator on the team: Fine Design.
When real theatrical lighting and
dramatic presentations are a must, we
seek out Rainbow for their deep
knowledge, comprehensive solutions and
excellent delivery. I always know that the
lighting component of our projects will be
carried out flawlessly and on budget.
LISSA ROY

Get in touch

Office Address
J-1, 2ND FLOOR, UDYOG NAGAR
ROHTAK ROAD
NEW DELHI- 110041 INDIA

Contact Us
info@rainbowworlwide.com
@rainbow-wordlwide
www.rainbowworlwide.com
www.rainbowworldwide.co.in

THANKS

